
LSU EE 7722 Homework 3 Due: 29 April 2024
In class we spent much of the semester showing how recent generation GPUs can be used for matrix/

matrix multiplication, though understanding that they were designed for a larger class of computations. In
the next week we will look at some accelerators designed specifically for machine learning workloads that
are dominated by matrix/matrix multiplication. These include Google’s TPU chips, Cerebras wafer-scale
systems, and Tesla’s DOJO. Google’s TPU chips have been developed over several generations so one can
assume that they are a good approach for accelerating ML workloads. Cerebras is a newer product, so one
must wait a few years to see if its approaches are truly useful.

The NVIDIA GPUs, the Google TPUs, Cerebras’ systems, and DOJO each take a different approach
to accelerating these workloads.

One way to look at them is by the path an operand takes to a functional unit. In the NVIDIA GPUs
and operand’s starting point can be DRAM, the L2 cache, the L1 cache (or shared memory), or a register.
First consider a register. Each thread can read up to 255 registers. So the hardware must provide a path for
each of those 255 registers to the operand ports of an FP32 unit (plus other functional units). The amount
of energy it takes to move an operand from a register to the functional unit increases with the number of
registers. So, if a thread could only access 16 registers the energy needed to move an operand from a register
to a functional unit would be lower. Energy is often a limiter, for the obvious reason that electricity isn’t
free, but also because it determines an upper limit on clock frequency beyond which the chip can’t kept from
overheating.

As we’ve noted in class, with more registers one can hide more latency, which may be one reason NVIDIA
GPUs have so many compared to CPU ISAs. (To make a fair comparison in a GPU one must consider the
maximum number of registers accessible by all warps, since the register file must provide a register for all
of them. For a CPU there are two other factors. First, Intel-64 implementations have two contexts. So,
that doubles the number of registers. Another factor is that many Intel cores are dynamically scheduled,
so when comparing the number of registers one must look at the size of the physical register file. To keep
things simple we won’t consider CPU ISAs here.)

The GPU L1 cache is larger (and varies by device). Energy per access is increased by the size itself and
the fact that one must do a tag-store lookup to see if the data is cached. Even more energy is needed if the
data is brought from the L2, and more from DRAM.

What sets the different accelerators apart then is the path taken by an operand. The simplest approach
is a systolic array. A systolic array consists of of simple processing elements connected into a 2D mesh:
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A systolic array can be used to compute many different things, the one illustrated above can be used for
matrix/matrix multiplication. Notice that the value provided to each functional unit (multiplier or adder)
is read from one register. That takes much less energy. Clearly one needs more than just a systolic array
to make an accelerator. But the approach used by Google’s TPUs is to have most of the computation done
by big systolic arrays, realizing significant energy savings. Google’s original TPU had one 256× 256 systolic
array capable of operating on 8b integer values, accumulating to 32-bit values [4]. Later designs had two or
four 128 × 128 systolic arrays, augmented by 128-element vector units [3].
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Intermediate between the conventional (relatively) memory hierarchy of the NVIDIA GPUs and the
minimalist systolic array, is an old idea: a mesh (2D array) connection of simple processing elements, but
not as simple as those in a systolic array.

Two examples are the Cerebras wafer-scale systems [5] and Tesla’s DOJO [7]. These will be discussed
in class next week (the week of 29 April 2024).

For this assignment, and to prepare for the final exam read the following papers. First, read the papers
describing Google’s TPU accelerators, all of which use large systolic arrays. The first paper, Jouppi 17 [4],
describes Google’s first TPU, now called TPUv1. Though TPUv1 is primitive compared to later designs,
the paper does provide more detail, and so will be the basis of some questions in this assignment. That is,
you need to understand that paper fairly well. The TPUv1 systolic array was limited to integer arithmetic,
limiting its use to inference. Google’s next GPUs TPUv2 and TPUv3 were designed to handle both inference
and training. To support training these chips use systolic arrays that operate on 16-bit floating-point data,
the BF16 (brain-float) format. These are described in several papers, see [3, 6], concentrate on [3]. Google
has developed a TPUv4, those who are curious can read [2] and [1], but reading those papers is not required.

Several things set Cerebras systems apart from other accelerators. First, they span an entire wafer,
not just a chip. (Normally chips are fabricated on wafers, which are then cut up into chips. In a wafer-
scale system the wafer is not cut up, the entire wafer is used.) Start reading about Cerebras in [5] before
Wednesday.

You should be able to get copies of all of these papers for free on campus. Off campus you might be
asked to pay. Please E-mail me if you have any problems getting a free copy.

Problem 1: Answer the following questions about Google’s TPUs as described by Norman Jouppi and his
many collaborators. Several of the questions below are based on the TPUv1 paper [4].

In the matrix multiply code used in class (in mm.cu) we worked with two sizes.

(a) Describe the problem with multiplying matrix A, 96×32, by matrix B, 32×29700 on the TPUv1. Matrix
elements are 8 bit integers, so data type is not the problem.

Which matrix should be the weights? (Note that either A or B could be considered the weights.)

How many cycles will it take to complete the multiplication?

What fraction of the systolic array will be utilized?

(b) Describe the problem with multiplying matrix A, 1536 × 512, by matrix B, 512 × 2970 on the TPUv1.
Matrix elements are 8 bit integers, so data type is not the problem.

Which matrix should be the weights? (Note that either A or B could be considered the weights.)

How many cycles will it take to complete the multiplication?

What fraction of the systolic array will be utilized?
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